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The keys to a powerful teamwork

I will start off by introducing myself like in every other zoom meeting, my name is Mariel

or Mari for those that may find themselves having issues calling for me. I’m a Senior at La
Follette High school in the Madison Metropolitan School District. My background so far is the
typical immigrant stories brought in every book. I was born and raised for three years in
Magdalena Temascalcingo, Mexico on March 2nd 2004. After a long process of payments and
broken soles caused by sand and rocks, my parents reunited with my brothers and I here up north
in Wisconsin by the beginning of July 2007.

Throughout that first year living here up North, my parents and two oldest siblings
managed to get a job in the Madison and Monona area. Where they’ve provided for me and my
older brother with food and shelter under a relatives cramped two bedroom apartment. No one in
my small family has citizenship, until now where we have my youngest 10 year old sibling born
in my local hospital where I currently live. Due to this I won’t be sharing a job teamwork story,
rather I'll be sharing a cultural celebration important to me and my family, brought from my
Mexican and native heritage.

This celebration has been the biggest event for a girl with Mexican heritage, the
Quinceañera. This formal event is the sprout of a girl going into their womanhood at the age of
15 years old. Some may throw a big or small party where family and friends gather and celebrate
them. Due to the long time of this celebration many dances have either been changed or added,
the biggest and most important one is the father and daughter dance. Also something that’s never
changed is that every quinceañera will always try to include a princess dress to bring all the
attention of the guest during the party.

As I grew up I didn’t have access to what most see as a girly childhood. I grew up sharing
pass down clothes from relatives and three older brothers, so I had low chances of getting puffy
dresses and getting spoiled as the only daughter. My childhood was surrounded by boys and local
nature, such as mud pies, racing cars, blade blades [which is a metal spinning tornado], soccer
and so on. If I wasn’t outside you’d find me doing chores or what I used to call “training my
youngest brother”, back then I always wanted a puppy, which at the moment I was 8 years old
and he was a newborn.

I never spoke with my dad, nor do I remember having memories of us spending time
together. The only blurry memories I can remember are with my eldest sibling and my youngest
brother. Growing up my mother was the only adult figure I got to see supporting me, she was
there for important events and took care of all my paperwork. She worked past dark to get me a
side of candy every week.

As soon as I turned 14 in 2018 during middle school, the pressure of either having a
quince or receiving the money started getting at me. I was unsure, my parents overworked
themselves all week and having a quince felt like a heavy burden for them. The guilt I felt made
it worse, that was until my mother reached out one night to share her own quinceanera photos.
Her quince was unique like many others, she wore a white gown with a tiara. She shared how last
minute the planning was since she was working far from home and didn't get to visit as much as
she wished.

After she told me about her quince I felt relieved. I had forgotten how every quince is unique and
the money won’t matter once the quince takes place. I decided to have my quince on my exact

birthday and so the process began. Many of my cousins and parents started to organize and start
the planning. It started off with a traditional catholic church ceremony, my mother got a hold of a



date and worked off the payment. A few cousins got incharge of the guests' drinks and
food, they had friends who offered to work with a discount payment. My father was incharge of
the music bands and the ballroom.

It was all coming together, we were all on track and busy working non-stop. 6 months
before the quince my mother, cousin and I traveled 4 hours to chicago to choose a dress. I
stumbled into an issue where I didn’t know which dress I should wear. They were all unique and
came in different colors. Near the end of the day after walking across every shop we came back
to the first shop we visited, through the corner of my eye I stopped to look at this hanged up light
blue princess dress. It had flowers over the corset with long sleeves. The bottom looked as if it
was floating due to the thin corded lace. I tried it on and it fit perfectly, it had some loose spots
but it felt perfect and the color was the exact color we were going for.

As months went on the date was near and we had to go pick up the dress for a photoshoot
process. Once we got there and asked, the staff seemed to have miscommunicated and didn't have
time to fix my requests. We still took the dress and reached out to a trusted friend who got to fix
them on time for my first photoshoot. The photoshoot was two weeks before the day, they came
out perfect and the loose spaces weren’t noticeable. As the last snow had fallen and the ground
was no longer on sight, the tables were getting set up and so was I.

I woke up early to get my hair done and get changed, the dress made me feel like an
actual fairy, I felt as if I was floating and people adored me. We all finished getting ready and
drove to church, as soon as it finished we went around downtown Madison to sight see and get
pictures. I was getting lots of attention from people and even though I might be a shy person it
felt good. The dances went alright and no mistakes were seen, by the end of the night we
performed the father and daughter dance. The emotions were overwhelming, that was the first
ever moment I spent with my father and I won’t forget it. I don’t regret having that once in a
lifetime experience.

I hope my future disciples get to hear me share this as well, and hopefully we keep this endearing
tradition alive for years to come.


